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Interested in Protocol Itself

• Many components of 
802.11 MAC / PHY

• How well do they work 
in practice?

Rate Selection

Beacon Frames

Acks / Retries

Association



How well does 802.11 work?

• Many things we don't know:

• How much air time spent on real data?

• How well do clients choose bit rates?

• How does 802.11 react to contention?

• etc.



Prior Studies Can't Answer

• Shows user / application 
behavior, not MAC

AP

Clients

Wired / SNMP logs...



Use Wireless Traces

• Record packets in air

• Learn tracing challenges

• Learn how well 802.11 
really works

• Share data for studies

AP

Clients

Monitor

Monitor



Challenges for Tracing

• Inherently incomplete view

• Capture as much as possible

• Must understand what's missing



Analysis Techniques

• Leverage Hints in Traces

• Data / ack pairs

• Retry bit in header

• Gaps in sequence numbers

• Related work: Merge traces (Yeo, et al)



SIGCOMM 2004 Traces

• 5 days, 5 wireless 
monitors, 3 channels

• Focus on subset:

• Tues, 8/31/2005

• 8 am - 7:30 pm

• Monitor 1, Channel 1

1

2

3

4

5



Frame Type Frames Bits (MB) Airtime (sec)

Data 5540 1884 6802

Originals 3988 1276 3616

Retries 1552 608 3185

Control 5442 74 1418

Mgmt 1098 82 878

Totals 12080 2040 9098

92%

Overhead for Data

75%43%

Only 31% 
original data



Retransmissions

• Correlated with low signal 
strength, as expected

• But, also correlated with 
contention

• Carrier sense not working

• Leads to slower rates, thus 
further contention0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
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Figure 4: (a) Retransmission probability (ReTx) as a cumula-

tive fraction of clients. (b) Per-client upstream and downstream

ReTx.

The analysis in this section is based on the Retry bit in the 802.11

header. This bit is turned on when a node retransmits a packet be-

cause the acknowledgement for the previous transmission was not

received. It enables us to distinguish the original transmission from

the subsequent ones (but we cannot distinguish among different re-

tries). We quantify retransmissions using retransmission probabil-

ity, defined as the ratio of retransmitted data frames with to the total

number of data frames. This is a measure of the quality of the link

between the sender and receiver; higher probability implies that

more transmissions or their acknowledgements are lost.

In Figure 4a, we show the distribution of retransmission proba-

bilities for upstream (from clients to the AP) and downstream (from

the AP to the clients) traffic. The results indicate that retransmis-

sion is much more likely in the downstream than in the upstream di-

rection. They also show that there is significant variation in retrans-

mission probabilities across clients, in both directions. Figure 4b

correlates the upstream and downstream retransmission probabili-

ties for all clients. While there is a general trend along downstream

retransmission probability being twice upstream, there are many

outliers. For all but a very few clients, though, downstream proba-

bilities are higher than upstream.

We now study how retransmission probability varies with sig-

nal strength and contention level. The analysis below assumes that

these two factors are independent of each other.

Signal strength The first factor we study is the strength of

the signal from the client to the AP (RSSI). Since we cannot mea-

sure the signal strength at the AP itself, we assume that the relative

signal strengths of different clients measured at a monitor near the

AP are reasonable approximations to the relative strengths seen by

the AP itself. Because we have no way of approximating the RSSI

values seen by the clients, we do not consider downstream traffic

in this analysis.

Figure 5a shows retransmission probability as a function of sig-

nal strength. Not surprisingly, we see a strong correlation between

the two. This implies that the signal strength has an important fac-

tor influence on retransmission probability, even if it is not an ac-

curate predictor on its own [1].

Contention level The second factor we study is the effect of

contention in the network, i.e., the number of nodes in the network

with data to send. Because we cannot determine this measure from

our traces, we approximate this using the number of clients active

in a short time interval. A client is considered active in a given

interval if we see at least one packet from it in that interval.

Figure 5b shows the variation of the retransmission probability

with the number of active clients. The interval size in this analysis
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Figure 5: (a) Retransmission probability as a function of RSSI

(upstream traffic only), and (b) number of clients.
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Figure 6: Relative prevalence of transmission rates.

is one minute. The retransmission probability increases with the

number of active clients in the interval.

That the retransmissions increase with increased contention has

consequences for rate adaptation. Most adaptation algorithms re-

duce their transmission rate in the face of losses. But if many losses

are caused by contention, rate reduction is unlikely to help. In fact,

rate reduction is exactly the wrong thing to do as it increases con-

tention by occupying the media for a longer time. For this reason,

rate adaptation algorithms should either be driven by throughput [4]

or try to distinguish between the various causes that lead to loss.

6. TRANSMISSION RATE ADAPTATION
Little is known about transmission rate adaptation in current hot-

spot environments. In this section we use our trace to investigate

rate adaptation in such settings.

6.1 Summary View
We first investigate the use of different transmission rates in ag-

gregate across all clients. Figure 6 shows the percentage of Frames

and Bits transmitted at each rate, along with the percentage of Air-

time utilized by that rate. The greatest fraction of frames (around

50%) are sent at the highest 802.11b rate of 11 Mbps. This is

because most rate adaptation algorithms have a strong preference

toward this rate. For instance, we see clients that always try to

transmit a new packet at 11 Mbps irrespective of the rate at which

the last transmission succeeded; such clients reduce their rate only

when one or a few consecutive transmissions at 11 Mbps fails. The

figure also shows that in contrast to Frames and Bits, most of the

Airtime is utilized by 1 Mbps data. This is a direct consequence of

1 Mbps frames taking a lot longer than other frames. Hence, while

To AP
From AP



Rate Change Effectiveness

• Designed for clients with 
low signal strength

• Does changing rate lower 
loss probability?

• At night, usually so

• Much worse, given 
contention0 5 10 15 20 25
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Figure 7: The number of frames clients send consecutively be-

fore switching transmission rate. The original frames curve ex-

cludes retransmitted frames.

Distinct rates used % of clients
1 8%
2 10%
3 18%
4 62%

Table 3: Percentage of clients that use a particular number of

distinct transmission rates for data packets.

clients are more likely to use 11 Mbps, at any given instance the

medium is more likely to be carrying a 1 Mbps frame.

We next consider whether the diversity of rates seen in aggre-

gate results from different clients using different rates, or from each

client operating at a number of rates. Table 3 shows the percentage

of clients that use a given number of unique transmission rates in

our trace. It considers only data packets and excludes clients that

send fewer than 25 packets so that clients active for only a short

period do not bias our results. We see that individual clients com-

monly use multiple rates: fewer than one in ten clients limit them-

selves to one transmission rate (which usually is 1 Mbps), while

more than 60% of them use all four available rates.

6.2 Dynamics
We explore the dynamics of rate adaptation by studying how fre-

quently nodes switch their rates and what switches are more fre-

quent. We consider that a client has switched its rate when it sends

a frame at a different rate within one second of sending the last

frame. This is done to exclude spurious rate switches, those that

result not from rate adaptation but from the client going temporar-

ily idle; clients often start with a pre-determined rate after an idle

period.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the number of frames that

clients send at their current rate before switching to a different

rate. Surprisingly, clients change their transmission rates very fre-

quently. Half of the time clients send only one or two frames before

switching again. In the future, we will investigate whether such fre-

quent switching hurts application performance.

To study which rate switches are more common, we model the

rate adaptation of clients as a state machine in which each state

corresponds to a transmission rate. We then assign probabilities to

state transitions based on the behavior observed in our traces. These

probabilities, which depend on both the rate adaptation algorithms

of our clients and our wireless environment, are shown in Table 4.

An entry (x, y) denotes the probability of moving from state x to
y, that is, the likelihood of using rate y given that the last packet
was sent at rate x. Several interesting inferences can be made from
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Figure 8: The difference is the loss probability at the higher

rate minus that at the lower rate for the two transmission rates

comprising a rate switch.

1 2 5.5 11

1 0.90 0.04 0.02 0.03

2 0.12 0.77 0.06 0.05

5.5 0.03 0.04 0.84 0.09

11 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.96

Table 4: The rate transition state machine.

the table. For instance, continuation of the existing rate is most

likely for 11 Mbps and least likely for 2 Mbps. When decreasing

rate from 11 Mbps, clients are twice as likely to move to 5.5 Mbps

than 1 or 2 Mbps. But when doing so from 5.5 Mbps, clients are

almost equally likely to move to 1 or 2 Mbps. Presently, we are

working on using such state machines to reverse engineer the exact

rate adaptation algorithms implemented by various clients.

6.3 Effectiveness
In this section we present a preliminary analysis to gain some in-

sight into the efficacy of current rate adaptation algorithms. Our

analysis considers downstream data traffic only. Analyzing up-

stream traffic for this purpose cannot be done reliably: because

our monitors are less sensitive than the AP, if the AP misses an up-

stream frame our monitors will likely miss it as well, which biases

our upstream sample toward successful receptions. In contrast, our

monitors capture nearly all downstream traffic, and so retransmis-

sions are reliable indicators of previously failed attempts.

We assess the effectiveness of rate switching using the difference

in loss probability before and after the switch. Loss probability at

a given rate is the fraction of packets transmitted at that rate for

which we see a subsequent retransmission at any rate.3 We use

the sequence number in the 802.11 header to identify multiple in-

stances of the same packet. Thus, if k instances of a packet are
observed, we consider the first k− 1 as lost and the last as success-
fully received. This ignores the possibility that the source simply

gave up after too many retries. The retransmission probabilities

observed in Section 5 suggest that this rarely occurs.

Figure 8 plots the distribution of the change in loss probability

seen before and after a rate switch. This change is always computed

as the the loss probability at the higher rate minus that at the lower

rate, irrespective of the direction of the switch. Each sample cor-

3The retransmissions are often at a lower rate because of the rate
adaptation algorithms used. An informal analysis of our logs indi-
cates that the AP tends to transmit a single packet at 11, 11, 5.5,
5.5, 2, 1, 1, ..., 1 Mbps.

Loss prob. improvement



Future Directions

• Better Analysis Techniques

• Merge traces

• Better protocol inference 
(time, RSSI, etc)

• More Protocol Questions

• Spatial diversity?

• Effect of error packets / collisions?



• Tons of wireless data left to explore:

• Learn low level protocol behavior

• Test new analysis techniques

• Compare against other settings

http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/
networking/wireless/

Anonymized Traces Available (22 GB):


